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The second adventure for horse-crazy girls Sina, Tori,
Myriam, Hannah and Juliana: Will they be able to rescue
the mare Becky that vanished from the ranch?
ABOUT THE SERIES

THE AUTHOR

Sina, Tori, Myriam, Hannah, Ayla and Juliana meet each
other every free minute they can at the Sunshine Ranch, a
paradise for horses and other animals run by Sue, a former
actress. The friendship between the girls at the barn and
their love for the animals is put to the test when strange
events and underhanded scheming come into play.
This series with its potent combination of horses, mystery
and love launched with two titles in Fall 2012 and continues
with two more in 2013.

Gina Mayer was born in Ellwangen, Germany, in 1965, and
studied graphic design. She lives with her husband and two
children in Düsseldorf, where she works as an advertising
copywriter in addition to writing books for teens and adults.

CONTENT
Sue's mother in the USA is sick and needs help, but who
should take care of the Sunshine Ranch while she's gone?
For the six horse-crazy girls there's no question: they'll take
care of the farm. At first they divide the work among
themselves and everything goes well. But then one day the
pregnant mare Becky simply vanishes. Has she been stolen?
Tori and the other girls feverishly search for her. The
suspicious owner of a new horse stable proves to be
innocent, and the trail leading to Mr. Muller, who works for
a pharmaceutical company that does experiments with
animals, seems to be a dead end. Finally, with the help of
her classmate Jonas, Tori finds out that Mr. Muller's son
Hans gave them a false alibi. The solution to the case: Hans
kidnapped Becky because he was afraid his father wanted to
buy her and use her for experiments. The girls are able to
find Becky in time, just before her foal is born.
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